A microcomputer-based program has been developed to maintain a database of exam questions from which examinations can be administered in a standard format --based upon the question types of the National Board of Medical Examiners. This program maintains databases on each exam given and also on the use of questions from the master question files. Selection of microcomputers and peripherals and of operating systems and languages was done to provide economy and enhance portability.
INTRODUCTION
Many educational programs administer examinations using questions which are presented in a standard format. Even when these questions are maintained in large physical master question files, the generation of each examination requires extensive typing, proofreading, and correction prior to administration. We have developed a computer-based system that maintains questions in readily accessible files and automatically generates examinations therefrom. This program also maintains databases which profile the use of each question over time.
The goals for the examination question database and the exam printing system include (i) operate a menu driven program that is user friendly; (ii) maintain master question files in as compact a manner as possible for flexible disc storage; (iii) provide a framework for the examination questions in a nationally accepted format; (iv) provide a means for profiling the examination questions as they are used over time; (v) employ a program with a modular structure and with a widely used operating system and language so that it is readily adaptable to others' systems; (vi) utilize a microcomputer and peripheral components that are relatively inexpensive, yet reliable and accepted within the educational programs and departments that will use them.
OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM Operation. The main program, EXAMSYS, runs from a hierarchical menu wherein selections include
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F I L E C A R D S P R I N T OUT Q U E S T I O N F I L E C A R D S H E L P E N D
All necessary user interaction is oriented toward individuals without extensive computer experience. Any user response or any data handling for which the user could make a mistake fatal to data acquisition or maintenance are confirmed prior t o completion of execution.
Question Format. The question format is based upon that of the National Board of Medical Examiners [NBME] . This approach has two advantages: (i) it provides a standard question format for all faculty who are developing questions and for all students who are taking the examinations and (ii) since our programs are medical education progra his question format is the one under subsequently wil national tests. The question formats (based on the NBME types) include ( 1 ) s i n g l e b e s t a n s w e r ( 2 ) b e s t a n s w e r c o m b i n a t i o n ( 3 1 t r u e -f a l s e ( 4 ) s i n g l e m a t c h i n g ( 5 ) m u l t i p l e m a t c h i n g ( 6 ) s h o r t a n s w e r Although the last format category is not an NBME format, it does provide flexibility for our faculty in developing their examinations. The number of possible answers for any question (except short answer) is limited to five --A,B,C,D, or E --since this is the usual maximum number of responses that can be scored by optical scanning systems.
files are created and questions entered and edited therein using a word processing program. The capability of using any one of several word processin programs was chosen so that EXAMSYS could be utilized quickly and easily without users needing to learn specific word processing software. Since different word processing programs utilize different control characters, special control functions cannot be used when entering and editing questions. Line feedlcarriage return are used to end each line of a question, and such functions as boldface, underline, special characters, and alternate print fonts are excluded. The files thus created exist as stand-alone data files for use by the main program. Master Key Files. The database on the profiles of questions used from the master question files are maintained in separate data files called master key files. There is one master key file for each master question file. This file contains the dates the question has been used, the names of the exams in which it has been used, the number of students taking the exams, and the number of students who missed the question in each exam. These master key files can be reviewed and the data from them printed.
Exam Key Files. Key files are created for each examination which is generated. The routine which generates and prints an exam also creates the exam key file and enters preliminary data into it. The preliminary data include the examination question number and the master question file question number. Once the examination has been administered and graded, additional data are entered into the key file. These data include the number of students taking the examination (i.e., the number of students attempting each question) and the number of students who missed each question. The user is prompted serially through all exam question numbers to enter the number missed for each question. Once these data are confirmed, the complete exam key file is stored on disc and the appropriate master key files have the new data entered into them. The exam key files can be reviewed at any time --either before the post-examination data are entered or after all data have been entered. In addition, there is a routine that permits changes in data previously entered into key files; this routine also changes appropriate data in the master key files.
OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
Operating System and Language. To provide versatility and portability for this program, a CP/M operating system and Microsoft BASIC initially were chosen. Subsequent development has included the MS DOS operating system and Microsoft BASIC. The selection of these two operating systems and the use of the high-level language, Microsoft BASIC, provide portable software which can be modified easily by individuals who wish to adapt our program to their systems. The program was developed with a modular structure wherein the initial module contains dimensioning of all variables, definition of all strings, and definition of all operational characters. Therefore, only the first module must be altered to adapt the program to other examination formats or to other systems.
Computer and Peripherals. The Apple I1 Plus microcomputer initially was chosen for development because of its wide acceptance and use, especially in educational programs. EXAMSYS was developed on a system configured with 64K of readlwrite memory, two flexible disc drives, and a dot matrix printer. EXAMSYS subsequently has been modified to be used with an add-on hard disc drive (Corvus, 5 megabytes). More recent development of EXAMSYS has been on the IBM PC XT (with 10 megabyte internal drive). A dot matrix printer, rather than a letter quality printer, was chosen for the increased printing speed. Quality of the printout has been satisfactory for use as the original for photocopy reproduction of the examinations.
Physical Storage. Questions are being entered into the master question files as they are developed, which is not necessarily in any logical order by category or subject. For review or f o r selection for examinations, efficiently accessing the large number of questions requires an approach other than using the CRT display of the computer. Therefore, a l o g i c a l storage file system is maintained using perforated 5 x 8 inch cards. These are available with tractor feed margins which allow the cards to be fed easily through a dot matrix printer. Once printed with the question and key information, the cards can be filed logically by subject. The 5 x 8 inch size permits the questions to be printed out onto the physical storage medium exactly as they will appear in the examinations. This provides a means of printing the questions so that appropriate spacing can be provided f o r photographs, drawings, et cetera.
USE OF EXAMSYS
EXAMSYS is a question database management and examination generating system that is easy to understand and use. Approximate time for introduction prior to initial use is less than one hour for individuals without computer experience but who understand the basis of examinations generated in the NBME format. The use of this system in our educational programs during the past year has saved hundreds of hours of typing and proofreading previously required to promulgate examinations. Also, it has provided a means of developing an ongoing database for questions which are used in many different instructional areas, in individual courses, and in comprehensive examinations within our educational programs.
